Chemical synthesis of novel base pairs and their enzymatic incorporation into DNA.
A novel base pair, 2-amino-6-(N,N-dimethylamino)purine (denoted x) and the counter part, pyridin-2-one (denoted y) were designed. The bulky 6-dimethylamino group of x is expected to eliminate base pairing with all natural bases. The phosphoramidite of x for DNA templates and the 2'-deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate of y (dyTP) for a substrate were synthesized, and the selectivity of the enzymatic incorporation of dyTP opposite x in the templates was examined. dyTP was preferentially incorporated opposite x than canonical dNTPs by Klenow fragment of Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I. While dyTP was also incorporated opposite A and G, the misincorporation was suppressed in the presence of dTTP and dCTP, respectively.